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LA854 951212 today we are trying to invoke in us that inner hidden sense. The turyia. The I-essence.
two things human has not yet learned, “Eat light and sleep light”
There are three things in your power you can look at. Count them. Destiny, distance, and discipline.
No. Is that okay? This is working? What? That’s good, testing? Let us say you are born. Let’s go through the life period of each
segment. When you are born you love to be fed by mother of her own or otherwise. So your first faculty of eating is sucking the milk, is
that true? Right? Do you ever forget sucking? Never. Certain things I’m asking you to learn. I know you can take it differently because
you will take it as your mind goes, but I will stick to the basic fundamental.
You are born whether you eat officially or unofficially. Officially means when your mother gives you from the bosom and unofficially
means is when she gives you through artificial means. Then first faculty you learn in your life is to sit in the lap of the mother, feel
comfortable, and you suck your milk. So if I call you, you start as a ‘sucker,’ it will, it is a slang, it is not good thing.
But if you look with the sophisticated magnifying glass, your own characteristic, have you forgotten that first faculty of training? Answer
is ‘no.’
Then you grow up. Then you start chewing the food. Now have you forgotten to chew up on things? Mental matters, social matters,
personal matters? Don’t you hear sometime other person say, “Enough is enough, I don’t want anything more”? You keep on chewing
the other person.
Then you develop your habit to eat many things. You eat for taste, variance and variety. Look at yourself. Have you overcome that
habit? Answer is ‘no.’
So this is actually the world of survival eating and the habits how to eat that’s why the human started learning to add prayer before they
eat. Why it was necessary? It was necessary to set the mind you have never learned this way. You are only asked pray before you eat
right? Do you pray before God but you never understood why it is essential. It is essential to set your mind to the faculty of the giver and
you give to yourself food to survive. At that moment you also recognize the giver who give you to give to yourself. So you become
three layer active. Three layer active means you understand the infinite, understand the Self, and you understand what you are going to
consume.
You are not yet very conscious what you are eating.
Alap Ahaar Saloop Si Nindra.
There are two things human has not yet learned, and that is “Eat light and sleep light.” Sleeping light is quick, going into quick sleep and
coming out of it. Then that way the body magnifies itself in a mega action to recover itself and when you eat little you did just for well
and that food becomes best for you then the body has to act again and again to digest what you have eaten instead of mega action you
resolve to mega energy by eating little and by going through wet dreams and dreams and other mega forms of sleep, you just go into sleep
and sharp you come out. These are the two faculties of life.
Second is that you want to be great. Isn’t that your ambition? You want to great. Well the greatness has a test. Neither the greatness
you can buy through money nor the greatness you can buy through the wealth or power or any structure. Greatness you can buy by your
own self and that means when it is worst you are the best. Simple law, simple theory of greatness. It doesn’t mean who one is. You
cannot afford the luxury of a negative thought, negative action or reaction whatever the case is.
If somebody is negative to you and you rise above it, you rise above it. If you head on and face it then you are the same level. The thing
is very difficult. You will find it is impossible. Why we came into the class today? “This we know, but we can’t do it.” That is your
answer.
It is the most easy thing. If you understand the known and the unknown, and you always believe in the power of the Unknown, you shall
never react. Because somebody’s acting towards you is known to you, and if you believe in the Unknown you will not react. And after a
while the other person will not have any faculty to counter react.
Action and reaction is karma. But when you raise above the reaction it is Dharma. You should understand in English these words,
spiritual words, which are normally used many times. Because if you do not raise above the reaction and you counter-react, you damage
yourself more than you afford to have it. Therefore every personality in life needs a joyful relief. You need a time to extend yourself and
to extend yourself is in your height.
Some people are perfectionists. You give them work, they will take ten years to complete it. There are some who will take ten days to
complete it, there are some who will never complete it. There are some who’ll come with the answer next minute. Because people who
ask the Unknown to join them shall complete it. People who’ll not ask the Unknown to join them shall never complete it.
You are a part which can trigger the energy. You are not all the energy. Your mind can grab things from the Unknown very fast. That’s
why you have the mind. The mind which does not grab things from the Unknown absolutely has nothing but an impulsive living creature
and that’s animal. And when you don’t move...
Have you seen people who say, “I want to complete it but I can’t.”? They are ego maniac fools. Rather than diversifying themself to all
the Unknown power at the moment and just to complete the action, they get into the tangent of fear, ego and they seek their ego through
their perfection, not the Unknown’s perfection. Because the vitality of the Unknown is to satisfy the Unknown, and that is to totality.
So you’ll find books written on one subject, many authors saying different things. There are some people who just write books after
books after book, there are some people who read after books after books, after books, after books. We call them “Human Libraries.”
But that’s not what you to be. You should have a faculty of “To Be You.” And the only faculty which will beautify you, will give you
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opportunity, prosperity, friendship, relationship and tranquillity and peace and a self respect, self knowledge, is when you decide you
shall never ever react. You shall not seek vengeance you shall be just blessing. Blessing within yourself, blessing for yourself, and
blessing to everything which is around you. It’s a good karma.
The people who organized the science of Kundalini Yoga, they call it “Serpent Power.” Because it crawls, the way the snake moves.
Very smooth, very fast, and it crawls. It crawls and rises through the Chakras, penetrates through your power of infinity and breaks down
your barriers of limited self ego maniac affair. It destroy your relationship in the bounds of you and puts you in the abound of infinity
beyond time and space.
It’s not that you are, you are at fault. In my personal experience I have seen even the holiest of the holy people they exactly worry as a
ordinary person. Because the performance is not based on personal satisfaction of the personal beauty. The organization sense is based
on achievement, and the achievement is measured in the money. Now how stupid a human can be more than that? Can you amass it?
Think of a man with a loin cloth living in a jungle. And have everything necessary or the proper of necessity around that one man,
whereas he has no normal means. Think of the person who has all the means, all the services, all everything, and still is miserable.
Compare those two imaginations.
Think of that person who’s loved, appreciated, adored, respected by everybody. And think of a person who when walks to the street,
other people get out of the way, forget it, that monster, they don’t want to see you, they don’t want to say ‘hello’. Think of a relationship
that two people adore each other, they have reverence for each other, they have reference of unison’s between each other. And think of
those people who just bite at each other like they are bullfighters and asking for a territory, asking for a place, asking for existence, asking
for identity. Not that some people just are respected in their identity. No. Think of people who have absolute clarity and think of people
who are absolutely foggy living.
I was talking to somebody, I said, “Something bother you?” And the person said, “I can’t say it, but something was very cruelly said.”
“Well, what was cruel?” “Can’t say it.”
The tone of another person was very clear it is not what they say it. It is what they project and when the projection become progression,
excuses become consistent, then life becomes abusive to self.
You will find a lot of people commonly getting common cold, and if you check, take their date, you will find they have a moon cycle.
Most of the diseases have moon cycle. It means the symptoms in the body are mental and they are not real. And thus they deteriorate
their health and their working capacity and their existence by consistent mental aggravation. Because their basic habit pattern are the
same.
One can understand in a ripe age body has to have more disease and sickness to decay and die. After [all], body has a program, too. It
cannot recapture itself. But those who do not
Alap ahaar sulap see nindraa, Dayaa chhimaa tan preet.
@lp @har sulp sI in/dxa dya iCma tn pxIit ]
Eat little and sleep little; love the practice of compassion & forbearance.
--Guru Gobind Singh, from Shabad Hazare Ramkali 3.1
Found in Dasam Granth
These are the faculties. Alap ahaar means Eat Little and Simple. Sulap see nindra: Sleep like a nap. Daya: Kindness. Chhimaa:
Forgiveness. Tan Preet: Love every being.
These are the faculties of human intimacy. Not to somebody, but to self as a nature and as a mannerism.
Everybody wants to know everything. Nobody wants to know anything, especially about one’s self. There are people so stupid, born as
human, who will never study themself. They will love to study everything else.
And we are going on a mega-war basis, “I want to secure myself. I want to secure myself. I want to secure myself.” And these are the
people who become so insecure their life’s worth nothing.
But this is the world we live in. This the world we practice -- our own life. Day to day, two hours, bumper to bumper going to work.
Driving back two hours. Some people are over extend themselves. Nobody knows for what. They do not eat more than one plate of
food, even they try. Mostly you’ll find these people, they can’t even eat. They waste too much. Some people who cannot sleep at night,
they have to have a sleeping pill, have more than three bedrooms to themself.
Human sequence of understanding of circumstances is in the indulgence of totality. More power, more calculations, more projections,
more idealism, than just to be normal. More planning than to be carefree. We have never learned to go to God within ourself. We have
been deceived by teachers, by rabbis, by priests, by yogis, by swamis, by counselors, by psychiatrists, by psychologists, doctors and
engineers. Everything which concerns our life has guided us to the fact to a salesman trip that without them our life is uncomfortable.
And our faculty of comfort is when everything comes to us, we don’t have to chew, it should come in and digest itself. We don’t have to
go to bathroom -- it should evaporate, eliminate.
When you have nothing to do, and it is done for you, you’d feel comfortable. Actually you are setting a pattern in your mind of being
crazy.
There are three craziness every person does to itself. One is you want to be very attractive and beautiful. Not you want to be graceful
and wise. That’s first stupid comparison. Second is you want to collect everything to protect yourself. Not to live simple and be real.
Third you do not live with this strength of wisdom. You want to live with the strength of logic and reason, and you want to create an
impression, not an impact. Am I clear? It’s a boring subject because it’s all about you. You do come here to pay money at the gate to
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hear who you really are. You normally go to the classes where you are told, “Oh God, from now onward you are going to be the better,
best, and THE best.” Actually that’s a sale talk. If you do not acknowledge where you can go wrong, you must acknowledge you will
never know where you’ll go right. That’s a knowledge. A coin has to be seen on both sides of it. Life has to be understand, understood
on a pro’s and con’s basis. You have to admire your weaknesses and acknowledge them and your strength and exercise it.
Today in one of the place, we were talking and somebody asked a very simple question to me personally. And a very innocent question.
Well, you were very impressive. And today I was very impressive because I wore a fourteenth century silk coat which is a mega-multi
colors, and I just wanted to wear it. It’s not something that I thought. So it looks very pretty and I wanted to appreciate in the 14th
century people can make so colorful a skin from the vegetable colors. And I just wanted to honor it. Seeing that around me that person
said, “Well, you are very colorful. You are very wise. You look very impressive.” And so it was, you know, the ladies when they want
to get something first they appreciate and prepare the ground for it. So, she was very aggressively on to me and I was sitting in a chair,
couldn’t move left, couldn’t move right. So I had to sit there and get into the web of it. So it’s all right. And then she said, “I have a
personal question.” I said, “Okay, go ahead.” She said, “I understand you are head of religion. I understand you are a yogi. I understand
you are a businessman. I understand you are a man. I understand you are a father. I understand, I understand.” I said, “Well, you have
now understood. You have listed everything. But you have not said your question yet.” And she said, “How you deal with it? I want to
know.” And I said, “It is very simple for me. I deal with everything with one pointedness of my mind that I have to be the best. And I
shall be best to be kind, compassionate and caring, doesn’t matter what the opposition is.” She said, “How can you manage it?” I said,
“Very simple. When I have something to deal which is worst, I’ll put my best out. And rest I leave to the man who created me. He lives
somewhere and I have never asked the address. But I know He or She, whatever it is, it comes through.” She said, “Explain to me in
detail.” I said, “My detail is, I don’t depend on myself or on anybody.” “Well, who you depend on?” I said, “One who did the mistake
of creating me. I think that One who created me did a blunder and that must now continue, commit other blunders to keep me going.
And when I get tired, I’ll be gone.” “Really you believe it?” I said, “You sit down and watch me what happens.”
So we sat down. So we started... I mean, very knowingly and showingly without any reservation, that was a naked audience and I was
naked Creator. And we end up buying a watch. There are three in the world. It was very beautiful. $120,000 price. And I said, “We’ll
get it.” And she said, “No, you can’t get it.” I said, “Why don’t you sit in a chair and see how it comes. This watch has decided to
come.” My watch was there, my other people were there. I wanted it. They said, “It’s a beautiful, beautiful. It fits you. Get it.” And I
said, “No. One who has to get it will get it. We’ll get it, don’t worry about it. It’s not going anywhere.” So the negotiation started.
Believe me or not when we left, we left with that watch on our hand. How it happened? It happened because watch wanted in a house, a
wrist, a hand, in it. That’s how it happens. We didn’t have the capacity to buy it. And watch didn’t want to stay there in the shop. You
think the matter is dead. It’s not true. You have been taught wrong. Matter changes into energy and energy changes into matter. It finds
its place. In the rhythmic biorhythm that’s how life exists. That’s the rule. That’s a fact.
You always think, “This watch is dead plastic, electric thing.” This is what you think. No. This is a very great karmic watch. It sits in
the yoga center. It’s a very precious watch. You think everything in the terms of money. You do not think in the terms of in the terms of
impact and position. This watch has a time factor, I look at it and I say, “Oh, nine o’clock, nine o’clock. Oh we’re finished.” It binds
me. It binds you. It is powerful over me. It is powerful over you. This little plastic twenty dollars watch has more power than anybody
of you can do, including me. It’s a matter. It’s a material.
There are three things in your power you can look at. Count them. Destiny, distance, and discipline. Destiny, distance and discipline. If
you do not know to create the relationship rhythm between these three things which is called trinity of happiness you’ll be in trouble.
You all have your destiny, you all have a distance to cover and you have to have a discipline to deliver it. You understand?
I went once to Ashland. Everybody knows in California where Ashland is? Somewhere. I still remember the town was called Ashland.
You know? There was some little girl. I put my hand over her hair, I said, “Come with me.” “Why?” I went through all that temporary
discussion, “I have a boyfriend, I have a home, I have a job.” You know, normal things. I said, “Well, let’s go.” Now without that
person’s any acknowledgment or my any guidance, there are little, little books coming out from the head of this person which shall guide
the Aquarian Age.
One day just little kind of a thing that book, little book came and I started looking through the pages and I said, “Wow. Long distance
destiny has traveled through a discipline without any rhyme and reason.” This person never thought at that moment, at that age, that this
person is going to be the guiding factor of the fundamental life of teaching the Kundalini Yoga in the basic form. I can teach a high class
material, you know, big deal, but everybody doesn’t understand. But those little things, brick by brick, shall build the future.
You all have to calculate yourself what part you are playing other than leaving material for the common man in education. Or, you have
just come to go. That you are born, that you lived, that you died. You know? And it’s very bad to say, ‘dead.’ We can say ‘dud’. You
make no sense. You have all the senses.
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MEDITATION: invoke in us that inner hidden sense. The TURYIA. THE I-ESSENCE
So today we are trying to invoke in us that inner hidden sense. The turyia. The I-essence. And we’ll go through certain three sets of
kriya, get out of it. Good? You will do it? All right. Let’s try to do it. 11 minutes (7+3+1)
Wow. See this hand? Like this. Close, open, close, open, close. Now do it honestly. See you freaks, how much you can do it. You
think you’re some big macho man. What is this? You think it’s nothing. Just do it. Concentrate and do it. You’ll have fun of your life.
Concentrate. Don’t do anything. Just open and close. Open. Honestly. It is your integrity in question. Not half way. Open, close,
open, close, open, close, open, close.
Close your eyes and concentrate. See if you can separate Jupiter and Saturn and close the Jupiter and Saturn. You will not do it
yourself, except today you’re doing first time, I know.
Very calmly and quietly, diligently and
intelligently separate your Jupiter from your
Saturn. Think you are in space, beyond
Planet Earth. Close your eyes and leave
your body. See Jupiter, see Saturn, put them
together as stars, as planets.
Magnify
yourself. Master it. Remember one who can
master these two fingers shall not only be in
peace, but create peace on the earth.
Not that we make a peace sign out of it. It’s
real.
Now for your mental capacity, get into the
space and bring those two planets together
and then separate them, and together.
Magnify to that huge self. On the earth, just
separate two fingers, first and second. You
have only 11 minutes and you have already
lost one minute. Ten left. And don’t do a dud job. Use your mind. Reach your hypnotic level and grow.
If you are very bright you will do this light exercise so good. You got that tape? Unh huh. Oh God. Will you get it tomorrow? Huh?
They will love you for that. Should I say tomorrow we’ll play it as a special treat? Yeah? Yeah? Okay. We’ll play it tomorrow then.
Keep the rhythm. You are doing all right. Close your eyes. Don’t look on the side of your hands. I am watching you. Umm huh. If
you can control your biorhythm, you can control the entire physical structure of your body. You have all the nine stars right in the palm
of your hand. And major four are in your fingers. You have mercury and sun, and you have Jupiter and Saturn, among fingers. You
have mars and moon on opposite of lower of the hand. You have Venus in the base of your thumb. Keep doing it, keep enjoying it.
Keep getting tired of it. It can make you so negative that you don’t know what to do. It can bring out of you the most deadly hidden
anger, also. It’s not something very pleasant to do with some cases and somewhere it is just very smooth. So, whatever the case is, just
cross it over.
It’s a very pleasant rainy day. Weather is very cold. And you are doing to do something to improve your lot. Only in case if you are
feeling dizzy you stop it, please. Otherwise keep going. If you care to yawn, please don’t stop it. If you care to sneeze, don’t stop it. Let
the body go through the natural turmoil because now you have done it for exactly six minutes. You have five more to go.
As you are crossing the sixth minute, there is a faculty you will enter the twilights being crazy, angry or absolutely nothing, or you will
feel so relaxed you don’t want to do it any more. So three, four, five things happens when you do this exercise. We are aware of it.
However, we are humans. Our determination and our will is stronger than everything else. We’ll keep on crossing all the hurdles which
normally shall happen. We shall keep the rhythm and in the heavens we’ll play with the two stars, Jupiter and Saturn, like exactly we
are juggling balls and at earth we’ll move our both indicators. That is, two fingers.
You have one more minute, and you will be left with only doing three more minutes and then the exercise, exercise will change. I’m
looking at the watch and letting you know.
All right now, (3 minutes) when you spread your fingers, breathe in. When you close them, breathe out. And that is your last time
you are doing. Come on. Combine the fingers, play of the heavens and the breath. Breath of life at the same time. See what you get
out of that little time. If you rhythm the second part correct, you’ll be doing the greatest service to your body, mind and soul. Breathe in
and breathe out.
(1 minutes) The last minute widen your fingers and straighten it. And make a ring of your mouth and breathe in (breath of fire
from the O of the mouth), and breathe out so fast as much you can. Fast, from the diaphragm. From the very in of the
diaphragm you have to go only one minute. As powerful as you can, as steady you can be. Move your diaphragm, not the lungs.
Peace cuckoo does this.
You have exactly 15 seconds to go. Create a marvelous rhythm.
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Inhale deep. Hold the breath. And squeeze your entire body. Keep your fingers open, though. Exhale. Inhale deep. widen
your fingers and squeeze the entire body. Regulate a particular energy into the fiber of your being. Exhale. Last chance. Inhale
deep. Hold tight. Widen your fingers and squeeze every muscle, fiber, being. Exhale. Please relax. I have nothing more to add
to you, just to tell you these are how the eleven minutes have to be done.
Any person who can create the heavenly juggling and the finger, and in the proportion the breath of life, can totally heal itself. And if
you cannot spare 11 minutes, it’s your fault. It exactly took 11 minutes. Little bit more. But that’s how it is.
Now, try to come out of the space and the best thing is, stretch your arm, widen your shoulders, roll your
neck. Do whatever, open your jaw. It’s not wrong to know yourself. Because you remember you have to
go home. I don’t want you to sleep on the way. Eleven minutes it takes to move the most powerful energy
in yourself, and if this is not the best exercise for your energizing your brain, then there is nothing more I can
help you with. It is simple, everybody can do it. And you can get your I.Q. tested. Do it for 40 days, and get
your I.Q. tested. Normally in Indian when we get students who do not know how to do math and they are
horrible -- everybody can’t do everything. Some brains are for heart and some are for math and some are for
other things. We give them this exercise to include them, so. Or people who cannot concentrate on any thought and cannot proceed, and
always permanently depressed. We give them this exercise. But I think Indian laws do not apply to America, right? Ha ha ha ha. We
are 200 year old, we are just babies. All we know is not to worry about our diapers and we dirty them wherever we can. It’s a very
young nation. I don’t blame you for anything. No, no, I’m not kidding. You look at your habits. You dirty your diapers wherever you
can. Somebody else has to clean your garbage. Don’t you think so? That’s what friends are for? No? No? It’s a very funny world.
You are a great nation and very powerful, and in 200 years you have brought yourself to the brink of bankruptcy. It’s amazing how
much you waste and how much you spend. Had God not been merciful to you, you would have lost long ago. But however... we are here
and we are surviving.
When I take a tissue paper like this, I think I have taken a branch of the tree and destroyed it. But when I see a dish coming before a
person and to assure their philosophy and sophistication they eat as little as they can and leave the whole thing waste. I think it is cruel.
One third of the nation goes hungry and two thirds of the nation waste food. I think it’s cruel. I think with all the rivers and the lakes we
have no water. Our water comes from Canada. I can’t believe it.
I saw one woman today, she was holding the bottle and I said, “Oh, you have started drinking your own water, too.” She said, “What to
do?” Isn’t it amazing? The Canadians are best business. They might be taking a tap water and filling it and calling it Canadian Crystal, I
don’t know. I don’t think the glacier water is coming to us all the way. But however this is the picture they print on it.
And dollar and some cents. It is very costly. A country where five months salary goes to income tax. Three months goes to state. And
four months there you have to drink your own water. Hallelujah. God be with you. I think we are in good shape, isn’t it?
42% people among us are compulsive buyers. And to keep our economy going, they have issued the plastic cards. You know that thing,
tee tee tee, too? Ha ha ha. I was talking to that person, one person. That person lives from credit card to credit card, and from last 15
years, that person has never earned a penny. Not one penny. Have not worked. And he told me that there are so many credit cards and
so many methods. He is Ph.D. in self credit creating company. That’s his job. He’s lavishingly living from credit card to credit card.
And he pays from one credit card to another credit card, and takes the balance out and God knows how he does it, but it was interesting.
And it was his own admission. It was not something forced information out of him. And somebody must be paying for that credit card
living.
So I think as a nation we have to adapt certain rules, and that’s why after 200 and some years we are unable to balance our budget. Do
you know the latest news, they have found out because of the rate of interest they don’t have to pay so much. If they have some money,
they can fool around with it. And next year if something goes wrong, the whole government will go to dogs. I mean, that’s how serious
situation is. And we’ll be very glad to announce that we had Reagan era, so from one billion we became four billion, uh, four trillion into
debt and now with absolutely Republican congress we are going to have five trillion debt. At ten percent, do you know what interest
comes to? Calculate it sometime. You’ll be shocked how much we pay.
Can you believe that? That much nation is in debt. That’s why you see all the homeless, all the crime, everything, because there’s no
money for education, job training, employment, any creative work, because you have to pay the interest.
So there are pamphlets. You should all have it, how to save the earth. I think there should be a pamphlet, “How to save America.”
Somebody should be genius among you to issue some points. That’ll be a national work and favor, and send it to every congressman in
the congress. Isn’t that you should do that? Some of you may not even like to vote, but time has come when you have to become aware.
At the rate we are proceeding in United States, we won’t last long.
So, what it comes to, you all have to become aware of your environments. And to become aware of environments, you have to start,
charity begins from home, start being aware of yourself. What we need is an awareness. And to do best, to improve your I.Q., to reach
awareness, do this exercise 11 minutes everyday for 40 days.
Are we teaching tomorrow again? We’ll do the other set with it, and then I think I have to go to Florida. Oh, that, they call it, what they
call it, Florida? Jewish Graveyard? I was surprised to see the name of it. Is aid, “Why it is so?” And they said, “Every rich person, and
luckily Jews are very rich. When they retire, they end up retiring there.” But this is not true. I think Catholics go there, too. So the
Protestants. I always feel... well, Sikhs are there, too. That’s not the problem. My only thing which I like Florida to look at it, it’s little
finger hanging under the big fish fail(?) like a fan. It’s amazing. How many people like mammals choose to go to warm waters. Isn’t it
true? But majestically those who live in the snow and hardship of the weather are very healthy. Do you know that? Men, people are
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brilliant, those who live in the snow and the cold weather. It’s amazing. But for the sake of comfort we choose always to go to warm
places. But we choose the middle ground. Orlando is the middle -- neither warm nor cold.
So after that I’ll return in the month of January and by the time I get back it’ll be new year, and whatever, one or two days I here I’ll
teach you again for two days, just like that. And then I’ll like to run away myself. I’ve done a hard work this year. But on the other hand
I feel responsible. You have been with me from last 20 years. And I have been with you. So it is important we set the roll and going.
Now there’s a birthday, right? And the cookies are going to be served. So we first say, “May the Long Time Sunshine Upon you...”
Sing it folks!
Blessed are those who live by blessings. Blessed are those who bless all. Blessed are those who bless their inner being and their
surrounding. Blessed are those who live in purity, piety of the circumstances, environment and self grace. And blessed are those who
prefer grace over all temptation. They never serve the time, they are liberated within themself and in their being. Such blessed ones are
precious to God’s will and to the earth. They bring peace, grace and tranquillity. Sat Nam.
Now Happy Birthday to you. (Everyone sings happy birthday to Dharam Damama Singh.)
They are wonderful couple. You have seen them? They deal in antique and sometime they find things you can’t believe it. They are
two good people, and they are too good. They are serving real cookies. They are cupcakes, something.
Student: Sweet potato pie.
YB Sweet potato pie in a very unique way.

